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committed to "defend the country's democratic system" 

against "Marxist subversion." 

This dangerous "right-left" confrontation looming 

in Guatemala represents the cutting edge of an "Irani

zation of Mexico" scenario, currently on the agenda of 
Anglo-American policy makers. In the words of a top 
member of the Center for Interamerican Security, a 

Washington thinktank closely tied to the Kissinger net
works at Georgetown's (Jesuit) Center for Strategic and 

International Studies, Guatemala's Jesuit "right-left" 
scenario is aimed at spilling over the Mexican borders to 

trigger similar revolts in the Southern oil states of Mexi
co. 

The CIS thinktanker further reported that groups of 

"anti-American Marxist" guerrillas in Guatemala will 
go into Mexico and "disrupt Mexico's oil production." 
"The ultimate targets . . .  are the oil fields," he added. 

Thus the Jesuits' open provocations in Guatemala 
are aimed at creating the appropriate environment for 
the professional terrorists that will later on, as the CIS 

source indicated, move freely from one country to anoth
er. The potential threat to Mexico's oil production that 

this Jesuit-led terrorist scenario represents, has the Mex

ican government very concerned. Upon the official an-

What is Probe International? 

Probe International was created nine years ago as a 
consulting firm to advise major multinational corpo
rations on their operation in areas of political instabil

ity. Probe International was set up by its current 
President Benjamin Weiner, a former U.S. diplomat 

who tells his clients that "the world is a far more 

hostile place than we have been led to believe." 

All evidence points to the fact that the firm is a 

front for British intelligence-those elements directly 
involved in terrorism. 

Probe International jointly sponsors annual con

ferences with other organizations like the Fletcher 

School of Law and Diplomacy, The Middle East 

Institute, The World Trade Center, etc. In the past, 
such conferences have discussed Eurocommunism, 

the impact of terrorism on France, Italy, and Spain, 
and U.S. business and the Middle East. U.S. business

men pay up to $400 each to hear the latest news of 
bombs and political violence in this or that country. 

Probe International, which, according to Weiner, 

has a total staff of five people, has been getting 
increasing coverage in the U.S. media as one of the 
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noun cement that Mexican President Jose Lopez Portillo 
was going to visit Guatemala in the next days, the 

Interior Minister of both countries met in Mexico City to 
discuss-according to the Mexican press-a gentlemen's 

agreement between the two to "protect the internal 

security of both countries." 
Lopez Portillo's plan to visit Guatemala was imme

diately criticized by such "human rights" fans as Larry 

Birns from the Council of Hemispheric Relations who 

accused Lopez Portillo of giving "too much attention" 

to such "repressive governments as the Guatemalan." 

The Mexican Workers Socialist Party, a leftist pro-gov
ernment party, answered Birns' remarks by stating that 

Mexico's move to strengthen links with Guatemala ob

viously is a geopolitical move in light of U.S. pressures 
on Mexico's oil, and that it does not mean that Mexico 

supports Guatemala's internal policies. 
The Jesuit scenario writers have not limited their 

policies to a Jacobin anti-progress revolt in the Central 

American region. The same pattern will develop 
throughout the Third World. For this purpose they plan 

for an "Iranized" Mexico to lead world-wide Jacobin 

revolts, as Mexican author CarlosFuentes put it recently. 

-Dolia E. Pettinge/l 

best in the field. Such a reputation, in Weiner's own 

words, is based on his "accurate forecast" of the 

Islamic revolution and the recent events in Afghani
stan. 

Probe's board of directors includes J. Boyer Bell, a 
top controller of international terrorism based at New 

York's Columbia University, Admiral Elmo Zum

walt, ex-CIA director William Colby, and the former 

British Ambassador to the United Nations, Lord Car

radon. 

'Novelist' Fuentes: 'The 
return of Strangelove' 

The following are excerpts of an article by Mexican 

novelist Carlos Fuentes published in Uno mas Uno on 

Dec. 22, 1979, entitled "The Return of Dr. Strange

love." Carlos Fuentes is a key leader of Jesuit-con

trolled "leftist" intellectual circles in Mexico. 

I have here a fiction for the 1980s: Intensely divid

ed, the U.S. Democratic Party cannot agree on its, 
presidential candidate. 
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EI Salvador; as many as 
one million could die 
The powder keg to set off all of Central America is EI 

Salvador. According to most press reports, the country 

has already entered a state of near civil war as a result of 

confrontation between armed extremists of both the 

right and left-both equally influenced by the Society of 

Jesus. In 1932, the Salvadorean Army crushed a peasant 

revolt by massacring 30,000 peasants in a few short 

months, and remained in power thereafter. That massa

cre, which has shaped the political and social environ

ment of the country ever since, is nothing compared to 
the no-win, meat-grinder war which is now evolving. 

More comparable would be the chaotic violence of the 

Thirty Years War in Europe in the 17th century. 

A Jan. 18 report in the Mexican daily Uno Mas Uno 

stated that the "taking of factories, closing of businesses, 

exodus of citizens, persecutions and murders are the 

order of the day" now in EI Salvador. Foreign embassies 

have begun to evacuate their personnel from the country 

and expect to close down shortly. 

The Republicans, however, maintain a united 

front. Ronald Reagan is designated national candi

date by acclamation ... Reagan wins the election. 

But when Reagan is installed in Washington, 

Mexico and Ottawa determine that their most vital 

national interests are threatened and that any and all 

tactics are legitimate. The fertile imagination of the 
Mexican Ambassador to the UN, Munoz Ledo, 
promotes initiatives by virtue of which the Third 

World countries escalate complications, recrimina

tions and demands against the United States govern
ment, paramilitary Chicano commandos financed by 

Mexican oil-pesos sabotage electricity centers, para

lyze the agricultural activity of the Southwest and 

organize waves of hospital strikes . ... Once and for 
all they hope to create the new world economic order 

to benefit the world community. 

For his part, Reagan's government is inclined to 

resort to force and Connally prepares a massive and 
indiscriminate response justified by Kissinger's 

speeches on the balance of power ... Mexico and 

Canada secretly assure the Joint Chiefs of Staff that 

the international campaign against the U.S. will 
cease as soon as Reagan abandons the presidency. 

. .. Reagan commits suicide .... 
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It is only a question of time before the highly unstable 

Christian Democratic junta collapses. An estimated 

100,000 people marched against the government Jan. 22 

in the capital city. Gunfire between the "left" marchers 

and "right" opposition resulted in some 20 deaths and 

80 wounded. Almost 150 churches across the country 

were seized by left activists immediately before the dem

onstration, timed to commemorate the 1932 massacre, 

along with 26 radio stations from which broadcasts 

calling for support were made by the activists. At the 

same time, accusations have been made that army units 

in the north of the country have launched a "mop-up 

campaign" indiscriminately killing peasants. 

Each round feeds the next. EI Salvador's ruling oli

garchy, a small group of families (usually called the" 14 

families") who control the vast majority of the country's 

largely agricultural economic activity, have used the 

military and an extensive paramilitary organization 

called "Orden" to defend their entrenched intrests. Or

den is exemplary of the state of the country. Comprising 

a network of some 10,000 mem bers located in key posi

tions (police, communications, etc.) in virtually every 

small town of the country, almost any form of opposition 

is identified-and killed. 

EI Salvador has also been a "left" Jesuit experimental 
playground for a number of years. Beginning in the early 

1970s, Jesuit priests began the form of organization that 

still is one of their most effective means of expanding 

their influence throughout Latin America: the recruiting 

of "delegates of the word"-Iay ministers whose job is 

only partially theological. Jesuit priests enter a poor 

area, identify the actual or potential leaders in the small 

town or commune, and target them for recruitment into 

the Jesuit-structure of "communities of the base," a sort 

of T-group formation set up to "raise the consciousness" 

of the community about its condition. Then while the 

Jesuit priest moves on to another area, the delegate of 

the word remains to carry on the work. In places like EI 

Salvador where no form of organization has been toler

ated for years, the Jesuits, using their "church" roles as 

cover, have frequently established sole control over back

ward peasant layers in different regions of the country. 

The leadership of almost the entirety of the "left" 

guerrilla groups, as well as their legal "front" groups in 

EI Salvador, were either directly formed by Jesuits, or 

evolved from the initial groups established by "delegates 

of the word" beginning in the 1970s. These are the 

guerrilla groups which stated at the end of 1979 that 

since they are unable to militarily defeat the Salvadorean 

military and paramilitary apparatus, their adopted strat

egy now is to destroy the economy as extensively as 

possible-seizing factories, burning crops . 

Estimates are that in a civil war in EI Salvador now, 

an estimated 500,000 to 1 million people will die. 
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